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For the past eight years Contemporary Authors has drastically reduced the research problems of librarians,
teachers, students, and general readers who have sought bio-bibliographical information on today' s authors. Researchers
from the junior high school to the university level consult CA first for concise, orderly details on writers whose works are
being published, read, and discussed currently.
·
More than 75% of the listings in CA are not to be found in any other commonly used bio-bibliographical reference.
Thus. CA is essential for up-to-date facts on thousands of minor. unrated, and first-time writers as well as major authors.
Even authors listed in other biographical dictionaries are usually covered more thoroughly in CA.
CA tries to include as many legitimate authors as possible, rather than excluding all but the most famous. Living
writers of fiction. general nonfiction. juvenile books, poetry. drama. biography, history, non-technical textbooks-in fact
all authors with commercially published works in English, except technical writers-are within the scope of CA . To insure
maximum accuracy and interest sketches are based on material secured directly from the authors themselves through
questionnaires and personal correspondence.
Each sketch in CA includes complete personal and career data (covering pseudonyms. family background. present
address. jobs and positions. memberships, awards and honors, etc.) plus these distinctive features:

Unabridged Bibliography: lists all hooks written, edited, and compiled by an author, as well
as those to which he-has contributed, regardless of the number of titles
Sidelights: Comprised of the author's personal comments plus a cross-section of critical opinion;
information in this section gives insights into the author's achievement, personality, writing habits.
and interests
Critical and Biographical Sources: Includes hooks and articles which contain further details
on an author's work and life
Work in Progress: With probable titles, publishers, and completion dates
Because the sketches are coherent lively, and free of annoying abbreviations. they stimulate young readers'
interest in authors and encourage the use of reference books. The volumes are bound to stand up well under constant use.
Volumes 1-8 (originally published 1963-64) have been thoroughly revised, updated, and expanded, checked by the authors.
and bound in two volumes (1-4. 5-8), each in one straight alphabet.
All THE VOLUMES ARE IN PRINT AND AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
BOOKS ARE SENT ON GALE'S 30-DAY FREE EXAMINATION PLAN

GALE RESEARCH COMPANY • BOOK TOWER • DETROIT, MICH. 48226
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monthly
information
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for new
scholarly
books
Each month Baker & Taylor's new
publication, CURRENT BOOKS FOR
ACADEMIC LIBRARIES, keeps un~
versity, college and special libraries
abreast of virtually all new books of
interest to them. And, it provides an
opportunity to select new titles for
fast delivery-without the necessity
for wading through masses of prepublication material or awaiting reviews of scholarly books which often

appear long after publication.
If your university, college or special
library is not now using CURRENT
BOOKS FOR ACADEMIC LIBRARIES, please write to your nearest
Baker & Taylor division. We'll be
pleased to send you a sample copy.
One subscription is available to individual university, college and special libraries without charge. Ho
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HANDBOOK OF DATA PROCESSING FOR LIBRARIES
By ROBERT M. HAYES and JOSEPH BECKER , both of Becke r and Hayes, Inc .
A Wiley-Becker-Hayes Publication ...
Sponsored by The Council on Library Resources, Inc .

"Data processing is of vital concern to librarians .
There has been a recent realization that advances
in technology and improvements in the techniques
of information system planning , analysis , design
and implementation are effecting major changes in
the character of conventional library operations ... "
-from the Preface
The purpose of this comprehensive guide to library
data processing is twofold : to provide a factual
guide to modern techniques and equipment, and to
suggest methods of planning, development, implementation and management of library data processing systems. The advantages and limitations of data
processing are discussed in terms of cost, efficiency, and appror;>riateness to the library environment. Divided into five parts, the book providesDAn introductory overview of library data processing
D A management primer for planning and operating library data processing systems
D A review of data processing hardware and software
DAn explanation of how data processing can be
applied to library clerical processes
D A review of the concept of mechanized information services and the role of information science in librarianship

Additional highlights include:
D 350 instructional illustrations
D Extensive footnotes, and annotated bibliographies of primary references and additional
recommended readings for each chapter

D Appendices containing a glossary of terms ,
sources of information on data processing ,
and an inventory of available bibliograph ic
data bases
The Handbook of Data Processing for Libraries offers practical guidance to decisions concerning the
introduction and development of data processing
techniques and, as such , will be especially valuable
to librarians and students of information science. It
will also serve as a sound te xt for data processing
courses and library school workshops . In addition ,
systems analysts and programmers will find this
book useful as a state-of-the-art summary of library and data processing technology .
CONTENTS: Part 1: Introduction to Library Data
Processing. Library Data Processing Systems and
Networks. Representative Mechanization Projects
in Libraries. Scientific Management of Libraries .
Cost Accounting in Libraries . Part II : Management
of Library Data Processing. Management Planning.
Methods of System Description . System Budgeting
and Evaluation. System Implementation . Part Ill :
Data Processing Technology. Machine Language
for Data. Processing of Data. Input , Display, and
Output of Data. Storage of Data. Communication of
Data. Part IV: Library Clerical Processes. Administrative Data Processing . Circ~Jiation Control SubSystem . Ordering Sub-System . Catalog and Index
Production Sub-System. Serial Records Sub-System . Part V: Library Intellectual Processes. Mechanized Information Services . Information Science
in Librarianship. Appendices . Index .
1970
800 pages (approx.)
$19.95 (tent.)
Becker &Hayes, Inc.
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JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.
605 Third Avenue , New York, N.Y. 10016

